Roberto Remedios Araya
I am a UX / UI Designer and Front-End Developer. My work’s main goal is to understand
and design the best experience for the user. To accomplish this i deep dive on the
client's goals and research on the user industry behavior. I also create a semantic,
scalable and reusable code to ensure future changes or improvements.The majority
of my projects have involved collaboration between teams and multiple groups using
agile methodologies. Some of my specialties include HTML(5), CSS(3), javaScript,
Responsive or Mobile ﬁrst design/code, cross-browser ﬁxes, create CMS
themes for WordPress, and Adobe tools as Photoshop, Illustrator.
robertoremedios.com

+506 8848 3281

remediosaraya@gmail.com

EXPERIENCE
UX UI Designer / Developer
Captapp.com
Florida USA / CR

UX analisis for all the projects, row prototypes, functional prototypes,
UI designs for web, IOS and Android. WordPress theme development
(using a underscore _s theme, sass, gulp bootstrap, ACF, Pods,
buddyPress, Formidable, Analitics, Member Pro, API, etc..).
Also create reports for analitics, performance and improvements.

FRONT-END DEV

My role at REI.com was to create and implement the new responsive
design using an existing pattern library based on bootstrap, HTML5
and LESS. I also created documentation for all the new modules.
(Thymeleaf, GIT, HTML5, Angular.js, Node.js, LESS, JavaScript)

AIM/REI.com
Seattle USA

SCRUM MASTER / DEV

EX2 / Callminer.com
Florida USA

FRONT-END DEV

Prosoft / Levatas
Florida USA

As a developer my duty was to implement new front end solutions.
Resolve presentation and cross browser issues (FF, IE10+,chrome),
create prototypes to improve the user experience, implement AB
testing, automation testing with Protractor (E2E) and Jasmine.
(WordPress, Scrum, Angular.js, Bootstrap)
Front end developer for Levatas and designer/developer for in-house
Prosoft products. (several clients). Most of my work was to resolve
presentation and cross browser issues, a WordPress theme and open
cart solution for a large online store.
(WordPress, razor MVC, bootstrap, dojo.js, HTML, CSS)

EDUCATION
CONTINUING EDUCATION

Wordcamp: Miami, New York, San Francisco, Atlanta, Philadelphia,
San Jose (speaker, organizer, volunteer). CSS animations, Angular
best practices and fundamentals, Introduction to proactor, Scrum
master best practices (pluralsight.com). JQuery Marakana (SF USA).

Cenfotec
PHP, MySQL,

Basic apache conﬁguration MySQL and PHP (including variables, logical
expressions, loops, and functions), understand how to connect PHP to
a MySQL database.

Universidad Creativa
Graphic Design

Graphic design, product design, print design, web design, interactive,
3d and 2d animation. Theory of color, usability.

LANGUAGES

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

ENGLISH

PHOTOSHOP

WordPress

SPANISH

ILLUSTRATOR

JavaScript

CSS

LESS

HTML

SASS

